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Rationale

• A naturally occurring experiment in those 
who wash a lot deal with new conditions

• Festivals are now home to competing ideas 
about how societies should live with dirt

• Lessons about how the changing provision of 
‘environmental services’ (water, comfort, 
buildings etc.) in festivals and at home
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Relevant festivals work

• Cultural studies of escapism and transformation

• (but which seems to apply in this context?)

• Epidemiological and environmental impact 

(but what about the lived experience?)

• Profiling environmental values and testing ideas

(but disconnected from the wider experience)





Methods

• 60 Interviews at two music festivals in 
southern UK Summer 2014

• 250 questionnaires across both sites 

• What happens and how you feel about it 

• Festival context – people are more open 
willing to talk about taboo/mundane topics



Analysis
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Creatures of context

• Kit – the lonely towel

• Showers - infrastructures

• Tents – visibility and contagion



• Circulating stories

• Making new normals

• Talking about difference

• All in this together



Yes, I’ll go home, I’ll have a shower, put all my 
stuff in the wash and yes, go back to my routine
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Coming back home (conceptually)

• Holding resource use routines in place

• Learning from the partial domestic

• Beyond visions of national practice

Add in photo of us from facebook? 


